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Abstract: 

This paper contemplates an application that can be used for communication between people located at random  p lace s using a chat 

application for an organization using peer to peer architecture in which more than two persons are connected with LAN cable o r a 

hub. The system administrates the login time and logout time of the employees which are acting as clients. The p roposed system 

uses C# and. NET Framework v4 technology. It is based on single as well as mult iple thread by thread executions. The proposed 

system uses peer-to-peer networks for sharing of computing resources. The proposed system uses virtual Overlay network on top 

of physical network topology, an architecture whose aims is to reduce the usages of extortionate international links by misus ing 

traffic locality. The issue is related with the noise factor in voice calling. It also includes the voice calling an d conferencing 

module that attracts the user interest and encourage them to switch to the application. The proposed method based on 

sending/receiving messages in intranet via LAN connection without the need of taking any service from service provider and 

without the use of internet connections. 
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I .INTRODUCTION 

 

This project discusses the difference between peer -to-peer 

calling and client/server based calling. It describes about the 

new ways of peer-to-peer calling that are now possible without 

any mediator/server, and it details about some of the 

specifications that are developed on the principle of peer -to-

peer methodology. Major aim of the project is to develop a 

desktop application to make voice call over local area network 

without using any mediator.  Additionally, it takes a look at 

security as a concern that peer-to-peer application should 

address and touch on the challenges faced by the institutions 

and corporations as the struggle to maintain privacy and 

security of the important information. P2P LAN calling          

is an implementation of a distributed voiceover Internet 

Protocol (VoIP) a peer to peer architecture in which session 

control between communication end  points is facilitated with 

the session initializat ion protocol (SIP). 

 

Existing work: 

 

Existing projects are TCP based and involves client/server. 

Any calling that is done is connected via server or mediator 

even the messages are sent via a mediator. Too many requests 

from clients may lead to congestion and overload can lead to 

break down of server. If the server fails the whole network 

goes down. Also if you are downloading a file  from server and 

it gets abandoned due to some error, download stops 

altogether. It is very expensive to install and manage this type 

of computing. You need IT professionals to maintain the 

servers and other technical details on network.  

 

Current work: 

 

By developing peer-to-peer LAN calling are attaining 

following features: 

It is easy to install. A ll the resources can be easily and 

effectively shared over the network. It is extremely reliable 

and if multip le clients are connected and one peer fails it does 

not affect the functioning of other peers/clients. Every user is 

the administrator of h is machine. User can control the shared 

resources and the calls. Overall cost of building and 

maintaining th is system is very less. For their inspiring 

guidance with helpful suggestions for the project. We are 

greatly obliged to the entire staff of the Department of 

Mechanical Engineering, Using the concept of p2p 

networking; a LAN calling should be done. In this application 

a log-in page is present to login, once it  is successful further 

directions on the screen should be fo llowed. When the status 

of the LAN is connected it will en list the active users and 

accordingly local host user will be able to have a voice chat 

with the selected client.  Make it as simple as possible. The 

basic logic behind this application is that we are binding the 

system IP address and application’s IP address. The 

application will then find the similar IP address over the 

network, when it matches then it will d isplay the status of 

number of users who are presently online. 

 

II.MODULES : 

1.Login  

2.Status  

3.Chat  

4.Filesharing  

5.Voice/Conferencecalling  

6.Video Calling Module 

 

1.Login  

We are Providing login panel at which an user can login. After 

Successfully Login an user gets Online for the application. In 

login panel a user can create temporary profile on that PC. In 

these panels a user can see the status of arab ility in the overall 

application. 

 

2. Status Module 

After Successfully Login user can see the status report to other 

client. In  status module user can change its own status and 

reflect over the network. The statuses are like as fo llows: 

 

1)Available  

2)Busy 
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4)Away  

5)Sign out 

 

3.Chat   

If both users status is Available, then they can start text 

conversation. A user can select one or more client to start chat 

by selecting available client from the list. A user can send 

Single line or multiline text in formation. A user can send 

ASCII type formatted text symbols.  

 

4. File Sharing Module 

This module helps to share data files to each other easily. A 

user can share any size of file to other client.  File handling 

helps to successfully delivered file to the client. The user can 

easily pause or resume the file sending progress. The 

maximum speed achieved by the process is dependent on 

network t raffic. Whenever a user attempts to download a file  

from a site, it submits a HTTP GET request. This request for 

the file uses a single TCP socket, and communicates with a 

single server which transfers the entire file. A P2P protocol 

creates TCP connections with multip le hosts and makes many 

small data requests to each. The P2P client then combines the 

chunks to recreate the file. A single file host will usually have 

limited  upload capacity, but connecting to many servers 

simultaneously allows for higher file transfers, and disperses 

the costs associated with data transfers amongst many peers. 

Moreover, a client mid-way through downloading the file also 

acts as a server, hosting the bits to others which they have 

already downloaded. These differences from trad itional HTTP 

GET requests allow for lower costs and higher redundancy 

since many people are sharing the files. 

 

5. Voice calling & conferencing Module  

In this module the user can make voice call to other client. For 

this module the applicat ion access the microphone and 

speakers a user can make conference voice call among many 

clients. In our application we  will maintain the quality of vo ice 

by noise cancellation. 

 

III. CONCLUS ION 

 

The conclusion of this paper is to select a proper method        

to establish sucessful peer to peer pc chat communication           

via LAN from which peers can chat, share media,  and       

make    a quality voice call with each other. By considering                

and maintaining the overall program, performance, speed    

and reliability without using internet connection. Format 

bibliographic informat ion as exemplified below. Consult       

the “How to Present End-Text References” document for 

examples of other kinds of resources. 
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